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Abstract
Background

Plague is an extremely horri�c infectious disease caused by Yersinia pestis. Its mortality rate is
exceedingly high that threatens the lives of human and animals seriously. There is a vast amount of
knowledge related to plague in the literature at present. It is particularly important to obtain useful
information from an enormous amount of literature and intuitively represent it in the form of knowledge
graph. This will provide help to researchers to quickly understand plague’s complex pathogenesis and
potential therapeutic approaches and provide the potential action mechanism of corresponding drug
candidates. Consequently, the speed of vaccine research and development could be accelerated.

Results

This paper identi�es and extracts plague-related entities and relations based on 5388 abstracts that
obtained from PubMed biomedical literature library automatically. Then we construct the plague
knowledge graph called PlagueKG, which contains 9633 nodes of 33 types such as disease, gene, protein,
species, symptom, treatment, geographic location and so on, and 9466 association relations such as
disease-gene, gene-protein, disease-species and so forth. The Neo4j graph database is used to store the
relational data in the form of triple. Finally, a multi-factor correlation knowledge graph centered on plague
is constructed, as well as a plague knowledge base platform.

Conclusions

We extracted and integrated knowledge from existing plague-related literature using text mining
techniques, and constructed a plague knowledge graph, which shows detailed plague-related knowledge
in an intuitive and clear way. To the best of our knowledge, it is the �rst plague knowledge graph that is
built using literature mining techniques. In addition, our plague knowledge base platform successfully
managed and visualized a large amount of structured data related to plague. Researchers can acquire
integrated plague information more conveniently by using this platform. It provides more direct and
comprehensive knowledge of the disease.

Introduction
Plague, also known as the Black Death is a zoonotic disease established in a stable epidemic sites in the
Americas, Africa, and Eurasia. It was once a Class A biological and chemical weapon in warfare. Its
pathogenic bacterium Yersinia pestis has been listed as a Class A bioterrorism agent [1]. Its strong
infectivity and high mortality pose a great danger to humans and animals. The disease mainly consists
of �ve common types: bubonic plague, pneumonic plague, septicemic plague, meningeal plague and
pharyngeal plague.
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So far, plague still remains an extremely serious global fatal disease and a public health problem. The
disease can be transmitted between humans and animals by the directly contact with animal carcasses,
animal bites, and consumption of animal meat and its derivatives. Indirectly contact with parazoon can
also cause infection. Infection with plague may also occur under some circumstances, for example,
primary pneumonia infection resulting from dissection of animal carcasses, or inhalation of infectious
aerosol droplets [2,3]. Yersinia pestis may cause skin ulceration at its entrance, reported as carbuncles and
ulcers, as well as pustules, spots, petechiae, bruises, and gangrene [4]. It is also accompanied with chest
pain, cough, expectoration and other symptoms. Without prompt treatment, patients could die from heart
failure and shock. Therefore, it is necessary to further study the potential pathogenic genes, risk factors
and precursors of plague infection in order to �nd effective prevention and treatment methods.

With the explosive growth of domain data, a large amount of plague-related knowledge is scattered
across literature. In order to conduct multivariate correlation analysis to determine the impact of different
factors on plague researchers have no choice but to retrieve and integrate information from different
databases, and then organize them manually. It is such a tedious and complicated manual task and
constructing numerous relation databases is also time-consuming. Due to the limited human resources,
the constructed thematic base suffers from imperfect data information and cannot be updated in real
time. This causes a great inconvenience to those who study plague and thus affects the progress of
research. Therefore, there is an urgent need to build an integrated plague knowledge base platform.

This paper aims at the above-mentioned issues and the fact that the plague knowledge graph hasn’t been
studied yet. We use natural language processing technology to collect and organize the plague-related
knowledge in the literature. And adopting a semi-automatic approach to collect and sort out the data
scattered in various bioinformatics and literature databases, so as to integrate the information that
related to plague, such as genes, proteins, detection methods, treatments, and geographic locations,
which are implicitly in the literature, thus establish relations logically and form a plague ontology
knowledge base. Plague knowledge graph and knowledge base platform can be eventually constructed
as well. This will reduce the time of collection and retrieval by researchers, and lay the foundation for the
effective use of knowledge.

In this paper, we combine the information extracted from scienti�c papers with the existing knowledge
base, and use PubTator and Open information extraction (OpenIE) to extract entities and relations semi-
automatically. After annotated and examined manually, we construct a plague-related knowledge graph
based on the Neo4j graph database. The Neo4j graph database can describe the relations in a more
intuitive and clearly graphical way. The PlagueKG can help us to understand this kind of complex
disease, for example, exploring the precursors and sequelae of plague infection, therapeutic drugs and
methods. PlagueKG includes 33 types of 9633 nodes, 292 types of 9466 relations and 9583 triples which
connects diseases, genes, proteins, symptoms, diagnosis, detection technology, equipment, geographical
location and other entities to provide practical and accurate plague knowledge.

Related Work
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There are two mainstream ways to build database at present, one is based on sequencing data [5], and
the other is based on literature mining. The Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) [6] and the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes Orthology (KEGG) [7] are the most commonly used gene annotation
databases. Gene Ontology (GO) [8] is widely used in the �eld of bioinformatics. KEGG is a comprehensive
database that integrats genomic, chemical and systemic functional information. Its metabolic pathway
database is a more authoritative public database. Other pathway databases, such as Reactome [9],
BioCarta [10], etc., databases storing protein annotation information, such as Swiss-Port [11], PDB [12], etc.,
LncRNA and disease association database LncRNADisease [13], etc. Some comprehensive databases,
such as Entrez [14], BIND [15], biogrid [16], BGVD [17], ChickVD [18] etc., provide a large amount of
information about genes and gene products, including pathway information and interaction information
between genes.

In order to meet the needs of researchers to quickly understand the current research status, the database
based on literature mining has become a hot topic. Osteosarcoma-gene association database[19] is a
literature mining database that contains 911 genes and 81 microRNAs.PhamKG [20] is a multi-relational
biomedical knowledge graph that includes over half a million entities of genes, drugs and diseases and it
builds relationships between each pair of entities. There are 29 types of relationship and more than 8000
entity vocabularies. In order to better understand the genetic impact on human diseases, Phenomodi�er, a
manually managed database, provides a more complete spectrum of genetic factors that contribute to
human phenotypic variation. The database has a total of 3078 modi�cation information records,
involving 288 different diseases, 2126 genetic modi�cation variants and 843 different modi�cation genes
[21].Text-mined Hypertension, Obesity and Diabetes candidate gene database(T-HOD) [22] is another
database in regards to three common diseases. RAvariomeis a database of genetic risk variants for
rheumatoid arthritis [23].

Although the knowledge base established by expert method has high accuracy, knowledge coverage is
not comprehensive and not updated in a timely manner. The main reason is that the knowledge base has
limited domain coverage due to the time-consuming and laborious process of manual review and editing,
and the data update cannot keep up with the growth rate of newly published literature. Moreover, many
biomedical �elds still lack corresponding gene annotation library resources, and the gene information
related to these �elds is scattered across thousands of literatures and not systematically collected.

Knowledge graph technology provides a means to extract structured knowledge from massive amounts
of texts, which provides convenience for the extraction and display of literature knowledge. A knowledge
graph is essentially a complex network that re�ects the relations between entities. It is composed of
nodes and edges that can formally describe the real world and its relations. The nodes in a biomedical
knowledge graph represent different types of biological entities (e.g., genes, transcripts, proteins,
pathways, diseases, symptoms, drugs, side effects, etc.), while the edges represent the logical or
biological relations between entities (such as interaction, regulation, inhibition, inclusion, etc.). In recent
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years, the development of entity recognition, automatic relation extraction technologies and tools have
provided a convenient way to construct and update biomedical knowledge graph.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there hasn’t been any research on the construction of the plague
knowledge graph yet. Due to the lack of bio-information ontology library for plague subject, it has greatly
affected the automation of constructing the knowledge graph and knowledge base of plague, as well as
the accuracy of entity identi�cation and relation extraction. The plague knowledge is scattered across a
massive of literature, and has not been collected and sorted out systematically. Hence, it is an urgent
need to extract information and build a plague knowledge graph and a knowledge base platform.

Methods
In this work, we have designed a work�ow to the plague-related literature mining, identify plague-related
entities and extract relations between them. We split the obtained literature abstracts into 26695
independent sentences, analyze the pipeline to mark 33 kinds of entity types mentioned (i.e., gene,
protein, drug, treatment, species, and geographical location), and construct the plague entity dictionary.
Then we use several methods to process the relations between entities, and �nally construct the plague
knowledge graph by Neo4j.

The work�ow is shown in Figure 1.

Materials and tools
We construct the plague knowledge graph by a semi-automatic and semi-manual approach. Firstly, we
use PubTator to recognize the entities in the abstract, and then extract the association relations (subject-
relation-object) by OpenIE. In this section, we introduce the datasets and tools used in this study brie�y.

PubMed

PubMed is a free literature search engine. Although the database has restrictions on the access to the full
text, the abstracts of general papers include research purposes, methods, results and conclusions, which
can basically cover the main idea of the paper. In this paper, we obtain relevant literature abstracts
automatically, and use natural language processing techniques for text preprocessing. Meanwhile, we
remove sectional irrelevant data such as author details and publisher information, only retains the
necessary information of PubMed Unique Identi�er (PMID), title and abstract for subsequent knowledge
extraction work.

PubTator

PubTator Central (PTC) [24] is a Web-based system that can be accessed interactively through a Web
browser and downloaded in bulk via File Transfer Protocol (FTP). PubTator is selected as an entity
recognition tool for three reasons: (i) it only requires the PMID number of article to get the title and
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abstract, (ii) it integrates multiple named entity recognition tools and can recognize �ve types of entities,
such as GeneTUKit for gene extraction [25], tmVar for variant extraction [26], DNorm for disease extraction
[27], dictionary-based method for chemical extraction, and SR4GN for species extraction [28], (iii) the
identi�ed genes and variants are marked with gene ID numbers and variant SNP numbers in the National
Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Entrez gene database, so that detailed information of genes
and variants can be easily obtained.

OpenIE

In this paper, we use the OpenIE tool for semi-automatic �ltering. OpenIE is a relation extraction tool that
extracts structured triples from plain text without specifying relationships in advance [29], and does not
require extensive annotation to train the corpus correctly. 

Neo4j

Neo4j is a native graph database engine with a unique storage structure, index-free neighbor node
storage method, and a corresponding graph traversal algorithm, which makes retrieval speed faster. Its
performance will not be affected by the growth of data, hence it has a very high query performance.
Neo4j database is very scalable and �exible. Compared with other graph databases, the data that Neo4j
stored and used is processed by the native graph data structure. As an open source database, neo4j's
open source community version attract many third parties’ utilization and promotion [30].

Data source
In this paper, we use PubMed database as the data source to build the knowledge graph of plague, search
the literature from PubMed with "pestis" as the keyword and get the PMID numbers of all relevant articles.
Then, obtaining the totally 5388 corresponding article abstracts according to the PMID number
automatically, and stored them in format of txt. In order to enrich the content of the knowledge base, all
aliases of each entity type are obtained in the database of NCBI, so as to facilitate the retrieval of the
content of the knowledge graph at a later stage.

Data Pre-processing
Since the export of the target literature by PubTator covers some information that is unrelated to the
research (i.e., article publication time, author information, and doi), articles are �rstly pre-processed by a
script to remove them, so as to facilitate the subsequent work of named entity identi�cation and relation
extraction. Due to the copyright restriction, the information that only contains the article title also need to
be deleted.

Named Entity Recognition
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We recognize 33 types of entities through a combination of PubTator, dictionary and rule-based methods
and manual annotation methods. PubTator can only recognize 6 types of entities: Gene, Disease,
Chemical, Mutation, Species, and CellLine, therefore, in order to expand the coverage of biomedical
concepts and make the plague knowledge graph more detailed and comprehensive, we add another 27
entity types on top of it. The following 9 entity types Amino Acid, Peptide, Protein, Lipid, Enzyme,
Nucleotide, Nucleic Acid, Toxin and Vaccine are further expanded based on the chemical entity type that
provided by PubTator, while the remaining 18 entity types (i.e., Viruses, Phenomenon, Technique,
Anatomy, Diagnosis, Geographic Location, Symptom, Environment, Social Sciences, Etiology, Assay,
Genome Equipment, Therapeutics, Time, Person, SNV, Food) are constructed manually and individually
according to the text content and actual needs.

A plague entity dictionary is constructed based on the obtained entities and their types. In the process of
constructing the dictionary, there are cases where the same entity corresponds to multiple different entry
terms, so it is necessary to uniquely identify an entity based on the NCBI_ID. Medical Subject Headings
(MeSH) is the most frequently accessed database when we perform entity queries. It is an authoritative
hierarchical subject term list compiled by the National Library of Medicine for indexing articles in
PubMed. In the process of retrieving entity categories, we select the most appropriate subject terms as
entity type based on the hierarchical relationship of the MeSH thesaurus, following the principle that the
subject terms have high citation rates and match the actual text content information. Then the unique
entity mesh number is given. Since there are some errors when using PubTator to identify entities, such
as classifying "California" as a disease type, we need to annotate the unidenti�able entities manually and
correct the annotated entities and their NCBI_ID.

The resultant data obtained after the named entity recognition is shown in Table 1. It includes PMID,
Starting position, End position, Entity, Type and Attribute.

Table 1 The result data of named entity recognition

PMID Starting position End Position Entity Type Attribute

896271 461 465 mice Animals 10090

235822 971 980 tularemia Disease MESH:D014406

896271 461 465 guinea pigs Animals 10141

1472717 1016 1020 LcrD Proteins MeSH:C071579

848916 229 245 Benzylpenicillin Amides MeSH:D010400

… … … … … …

As shown in Table 2, the constructed entity dictionary includes article PMID, Entity name, Entity type and
uniquely speci�ed NCBI_ID.
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Table 2 The dictionary of entity 

PMID Entity name Entity type NCBI_ID

117851 human Species 9606

200563 mouse Species 10090

200563 phenol Chemical MESH:D019800

24786165 lymphadenopathy Disease MESH:D000072281

24786165 vomiting Symptom MESH:D014839

23588087 IL-10 Peptide MESH:D016753

1695896 insertion mutagenesis Phenomena MESH:1695896

32315702 JC221 Viruse 2654973

21712421 alpha-D-galactose Enzyme MESH:D000519

21219468 c-di-GMP signalling Nucleotide MESH:C062025

… … … …

Relation Extraction
In this paper, the article abstracts are �rstly divided into sentences by scripts, then the sentences are de-
duplicated, �nally obtain total 26,695 sentences. Stanford OpenIE is used to extract the entity relations
semi-automatically according to the entity vocabulary. After extracting by OpenIE, the output results are in
the form of triple as {'subject:', 'relationship: ','object:'}. Because this research belongs to the vertical
domain knowledge category, compared with the open domain, the relations are more complex and need
to be extracted more detailed. While OpenIE is a general domain relation extraction tool and its extraction
results will be presented in a multi-possibility way, so further manual screening and proofreading are
required after extraction. The total number of obtained relations is 9583, corresponding to the following
relationship: Gene - disease, disease - drug, disease - test, gene - protein, disease - species, etc. Each pair
of entities has detailed relation information. The examples are shown in Table 3.

Table 3 The detailed information of relation 
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subject relation object sentence

deer mice

 

are
occasionally 

exposed to

 

Y. pestis 29700709|a|While they may not be primary
reservoirs, results supported the premise that deer
mice are occasionally exposed to and infected by
Y. pestis and instead may be spillover hosts.

Bio�lm
formation

is critical for 

transmission
of

Y. pestis 30333962|a|Bio�lm formation is critical for
blocking �ea foregut and hence for transmission
of Y. pestis by �ea biting.

Y. pestis is in Russia 30380206|a|We studied the prevalence of the
intact and dis- rupted porin genes among 240
strains of Y. pestis from 39 natural centers in
Russia and abroad, and 68 strains of Yersinia
pseudotuberculosis from different geographical
regions.

PsaA is a key Y.pestis
mammalian
virulence
determinant

31138630|a|PsaA is a key Y. pestis mammalian
virulence determinant that forms �mbriae.

PsaA forms �mbriae 31138630|a|PsaA is a key Y. pestis mammalian
virulence determinant that forms �mbriae.

MyD88 play a central
role for the
biphasic
in�ammatory
response to

pulmonary
Y.pestis
infection

30642901|a|Together these �ndings indicate a
central role for MyD88 during the biphasic
in�ammatory response to pulmonary Y. pestis
infection.

HmsA inhibits Y.pestis
virulence

33026884|a|Conclusion: HmsA inhibits Y. pestis
virulence, but this effect may be mediated by
indirect effects on pathogenesis, iron homeostasis
and/or other cellular processes.

Neuraminidase was revealed
in bacteria
a�liated to

Past. pestis 331768|a|Neuraminidase was revealed in bacteria
a�liated to Past. pestis (causative agents of
pseudotuberculosis and Y. enterocolitica).

DNA probe for detecting Yersinia
pestis

1298882|t|[DNA probe for detecting Yersinia pestis
and serovariant I of Yersinia pseudotuberculosis
by detecting speci�c DNA repeating sequences].

LcrH is necessary
for the
normal
response of
Y. pestis to

ATP 2707857|a|These �ndings show that LcrH is
necessary for the normal response of Y. pestis to
ATP and that LcrH contributes to Ca2+
respsonsiveness

… … … …
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Graph Storage and Plague Knowledge Base Platform
Construction
Based on the previous work, we have obtained the plague-related entities and their association relations.
In this subsection, we have constructed a plague knowledge graph called PlagueKG by batch importing
the extracted and integrated knowledge into the Neo4j graph database. The construction process
consists of three parts

(1) Using scripts to classify entities and relations according to their types. Importing the classi�ed data
and other previously extracted knowledge, such as MESH numbers and sentence numbers, into an Excel
�le automatically

(2) Converting the �le into .csv format and import the nodes and relations into the graph database

(3) Starting the Neo4j graph database. The operations of add, delete, modify and check could be done to
the database.

Neo4j provides three ways to display the query results in the form of graph, table, and text. As shown in
Figure 2, the relations between plague and gene are revealed.

Furthermore, we also built a plague knowledge base platform. The platform contains a base layer, a data
layer, a processing layer, a service layer and an application layer. The front-end is built with
Python+Django+web framework and back-end uses mysql+Neo4j graphical database to realize the
management and visualization of the data.

Results

Plague Knowledge Graph
PlagueKG contains 9,633 nodes of 33 types, 9,446 relations of 292 types and 9,583 triples that connects
diseases, genes, proteins, symptoms, diagnosis, detection technology, equipment, geographical location
and other entities. The knowledge graph provides a visualization of plague-related content which allows
researchers to quickly understand this kind of disease. It can accelerate the development of a more
effective vaccine without spending plenty of time and energy on reading literature. Therefore, it provides
an important reference for researchers. Figure 3 shows the whole plague knowledge graph.

Plague Knowledge Base Platform
According to system framework requirements and research content, the platform mainly designs four
major functional modules: Plague Knowledge Graph Visualization Module, Plague Ontology Data Sheet
Module, Text Auto-annotation Module and Manager Module. Among them, the Manager Module is
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subdivided into 3 sub-modules as Data Upload, Data Management and Neo4j browser. The system can
fully display the plague-related relations and provide convenient retrieval function for researchers. The
home page of the system is shown in Figure 4.

Plague knowledge graph visualization module
This module provides users with a visual presentation function for plague knowledge graph. As shown in
Figure 5, users can access the data by directly querying entity or relation. The results can be exported in
three formats: csv, json, and png.

Plague Data sheet module 
This module provides an information list of plague ontology database, which contains entity categories,
entity numbers, inter-entity relations and the corresponding sentence sources. It is available for users to
browse, search and download. As shown in Figure 6, users can search and query in this module
according to their own needs and �lter table information. It also provides a drop-down list of entity types.
Users can also query by type. At the same time, the data can be exported in xlsx format.

Text annotation module
The main function of this module is to provide automatic annotation of biomedical concepts (i.e.,
chemical, species, proteins) in plague-related PubMed abstracts. The corresponding literature abstracts
can be searched by PMID number, title, or keyword. When viewing the search results, one can see that
different entity types have been highlighted in the text in different colors. As shown in Figure 7, the
automatically annotated information includes the entity type and its unique NCBI_ID. This provides a
great convenience for researchers to access the information.

Manager module
This module is designed and developed for managers and biomedical experts. It contains three sub-
modules: Data Upload, Data management and Neo4j Browser. As shown in Figure 8, the login interface
allows the manager to access the back-end to update and maintain the data on a regular basis. As shown
in Figure 9, the Data Upload module provides the functions of uploading and exporting plague ontology
data and plague text information in .xlsx format and .txt format respectively, for keeping the literature
information updated with PubMed synchronously. The Data Management Module provides a series of
operations to add, delete, modify, query and update, as shown in Figure 10. As shown in Figure 11, the
Neo4j Browser module provides access to the underlying data. 

Discussion
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Plaguerelated Disease, Symptoms, Anatomy and Chemical
From the constructed knowledge graph, we can know that plague is mainly presented in three forms:
pneumonic plague, bubonic plague and septicemic plague. The occurrence of plague is accompanied
with fever, hemoptysis, tachypnea, abdominal pain, cramps, diarrhea, joint pain, shaking chills, headache,
anorexia, bloody sputum, hypoxemia, skin ulceration and so on. Similarly, from the aspect of anatomy we
can know that the lungs, liver, spleen, bone marrow and blood are vulnerable to plague.

Currently, there are more than 20 antibiotics available for the treatment of plague, such as streptomycin,
kanamycin, tobramycin, doxycycline, Cefotaxime, tri�uoperazine, amoxapine, doxapram, netilmicin,
gentamicin, cipro�oxacin, o�oxacin, rifampicin, cefoperazone, cefotaxime, ceftazidime, ceftriaxone,
amikacin, lome�oxacin, moxi�oxacin. Streptomycin and doxycycline are considered to be the �rst choice
for the treatment of plague, also known as the "golden standard". Studies have shown that quinolones
are more active against plague and some further research need to be studied for treating plague.
Tri�uoperazine, amoxapine and doxapram can provide 40–60% protection against pneumonic plague,
while netilmicin, gentamicin, cipro�oxacin and ox�oxacin provide 40–60% protection against plague.
Netilmicin, gentamycin, cipro�oxacin and o�oxacin may be alternatives for the treatment of human
pneumonic plague. Rifampicin is highly effective in the prevention and treatment of experimental plague,
while cefoperazone, cefotaxime, ceftazidime and ceftriaxone have broad prospect in the treatment of
heterogenous plague. The aminoglycosides (i.e., streptomycin, kanamycin, tobramycin, gentamicin and
amikacin) and cephalosporins (i.e., ceftriaxone and ceftazidime) are very effective in preventing and
treating of plague caused by F1 + and F1- strains.

plaguerelated Geographic Locations, Specie, ,Food and
Environment
The plague has an extremely wide distribution, almost in all over the world, such as Mongolia, India,
Madagascar, USSR, USA, China, Italy and other countries. The disease is mainly transmitted by �eas,
such as Oriental rat �ea, Eumolpianus eumolpid and Oropsylla montana. Besides, mammals such as
cats, dogs, sheep, camels, cottontail rabbits, gerbils and rhesus macaques can also spread plague.
Deltamethrin and �uometuron can control the spread of plague by eliminating �eas. Surprisingly, Coptis
chinensis can also be used to against plague.

The plague also exists in raw meat and seafood that we eat daily, and it can survive in bottled water for a
long time. It is easy to see that temperature is an important factor in the spread of the plague and the
warmer and wetter the environment is, the spread of plague is easier. Mild winter and early summer are
susceptible season. Cool spring water is also likely to spread plague. Plague can also be found in
contaminated soil.

plaguerelated Gen, ,Protein and Enzyme
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From the knowledge graph we know that CRP, lcrH and Pla are virulence factor of plague. Pla is a unique
gene encoding coagulase and �brinase in Yersinia pestis and involves in the transmission of plague.
Although higB1, higB3, higB5, hicA2, and tox are expressed in Yersinia pestis, they have no toxic activity.
tcaA, tcaB, and tccC1 contain a few mutations in Yersinia pestis. carB, fadJ, gluM, gltX, ileS, malE, nusA,
ribD, and rlmL can be used to identify Yersinia species.

There are also many enzymes in Yersinia pestis, such as cellulases, dihydroorotase, dihydrofolate
reductase, Neuraminidase, Phosphofructokinase, Thymidine monophosphate kinase,
Phosphoglucomutase, Coagulase, DsbA, D-alanine-D-alanine ligase, Dioxygenases, gamma
Glutamyltransferase and so on. Phospholipase D is an enzyme necessary for the survival of Yersinia
pestis in its host intestine. 1-Deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate reductoisomerase(DXR) is an important
enzyme for the synthesis of isoprenoid in Yersinia pestis. E3 Ubiquitin Ligases contributes to the virulence
of plague. Protein-tyrosine phosphatase (PTP) is essential for the pathogenicity of Yersinia pestis.
Adenylate cyclase is a probable factor for Yersinia pestis pathogenicity, while adenosine deaminase can
be used to differentiate Yersinia pestis and pseudotuberculous microorganisms. Isocitrate lyase can be
used to identify Yersinia pestis. DsbA is required for e�cient Yop secretion by Yersinia pestis.

From the graph, we can see that TLR2, Ail, YscF, OmpF, OmpC, OmpX, CRP, YopJ, YopE, YopH, YopM, LcrG,
ybtP, ybtQ, and PchG are proteins related to plague, among which cyclic AMP-binding protein is a kind of
high molecular weight compound of 180 kD present in Yersinia pestis. Yfe and Feo play an important role
in lymphatic gland plague. Ail is identical to that of Yersinia pseudotuberculosis. YscF is a surface-
expressed protein of the Yersinia pestis type III secretion complex. YadC can be used as a vaccine
component against Yersinia pestis and RovA can enhance the virulence of Yersinia pestis by directly
upregulating the psa locus.

plaguerelated Phenomen, ,Diagnosis and Equipment
From the knowledge graph we can �nd phenomena closely related to plague such as phagocytosis.
Virulence is in Microbiological Phenomena. Innate immunity and seroconversion are in Immune System
Phenomena. Population sensing is in Environmental Phenomena and Cell Physiological Phenomena.
Future warming is in Environmental Phenomena; Quorum sensing and endocytosis are in Cell
Physiological Phenomena; respiration, inhalation, heat shock and �brinolysis are in physiological
phenomena; multidrug resistant (MDR), SNPs, Variable Number Tandem Repeats (VNTRs) are in genetic
phenomena. Electron Transport is in biochemical phenomena.

At present, the main tests used to detect the presence of Yersinia pestis include: haemagglutination(HA)
test, �uorescent antibody staining, latex agglutination test, immunohistochemistry,
immunochromatography assay (ICA), �uorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), and enzyme-linked
immunoassay (ELISA), enzyme-linked immunospot analysis (ELISPOT), Western blotting and sodium
dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
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Confocal laser scanning microscopy, 3IS-RFLP, ElectraSense platform and microspheres are common
used devices for detection of plague.

Conclusion And Future Work
In this paper, a total of 5388 literature related to plague are collected based on literature mining. After
named entity recognition and relation extraction, a plague knowledge graph is constructed that contains
33 entity types, 292 relation types, 9433 nodes and 9466 edges. Through the knowledge graph, we get a
more intuitive and clear cognition of a series of plague-related biomedical concepts (i.e., chemicals,
genes, species, proteins, diseases) and their correlations. The data are of great signi�cance to the study
of plague and provide reference and help for researchers. This work could accelerate the vaccine
development. Our plague knowledge base platform can successfully manage and present a large amount
of structured plague data.

Since it takes a lot of time and energy to organize entities and relations data in a semi-automatic and
semi-manual way, we will propose named entity recognition algorithms and relation extraction models for
plague in subsequent research work. Intelligent question and answer algorithm and inference algorithm
will be conducted based on the constructed knowledge graph. In addition, we will enrich and update the
knowledge base regularly by adding new plague-related data, so as to provide researchers with a more
practical and precise service.
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